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Celestine Chua
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Habits of Highly
Excellent People

Are you driven in life? Do you love to excel? I believe all of us do.
We are born to be the best we can be and to make the best out of
our lives.
When I was in high school, I wasn't exactly the kind of student teachers
would like. I was truant, didn't do my homework and did badly on my
examinations. I was lazy and unmotivated in school. However, after a
while I realized that this wasn't who I wanted to be. This wasn't the life I
saw myself leading. People around me were judging and negative, and I
had enough of all of that crap. I had enough of being discriminated
against and I decided to turn everything around from then on.
So when I entered University, I began to get my act together. For the 3
years I was in Business School, I was on the Dean's List (an honor roll
for the top students in the faculty). I eventually graduated as the top
student in my specialization of marketing and was awarded with
accolades for being the most outstanding student. When I started
working, I entered one of the top companies for marketers, a Fortune
100 company, and led my business portfolios to record breaking results

in the few years I worked there.
Then 2 years ago, I left my regular job to pursue my true passion in
personal development. I started The Personal Excellence Blog where I
share my best advice and help others achieve personal excellence and
live their best lives. It has quickly established itself as a trusted and
coming-to-age personal development blog, having 3-4k readers a day
and being featured by prominent media, including CNN.com.
After years of striving for personal excellence, working with top people in
their fields and observing top people in their fields, I realized that there
are universal habits that enable people to achieve excellence. As
Aristotle would put it, “We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then, is
not an act, but a habit.”.
These habits aren't "ingrained", or "genetic"; they are habits that anyone
like you and me can cultivate. Just like Stephen Covey's 7 habits
will help anyone become highly effective, these 7 habits of highly

excellent people will help anyone become excellent. I find that as long as
anyone practices these habits, excellence is always a given. And I'm
more happy to share with you these habits in this article today. Here they
are:
Have the end in mind.
This is the same habit as Stephen Covey's 1st habit, and with good
reason. Everything starts with the end - the goal or the vision you want to
fulfill. If you don't know what the end is, then there's no way of getting
there, is there? Imagine getting into a cab. What do you first do when
you get into the cab? Maybe you say hi to the taxi driver, then what? You
tell the driver where you want to go, so that he can take you there.
Similarly, you need to know what is the end you want to reach in order to
get there.
Hence, it's critical that you form clear goals of what exactly you want.
What do you want? What is the end you envision? What are your
personal goals and dreams for yourself? Personally, I have a vision
board beside my bed where I have my dreams plastered over it. These
dreams include developing The Personal Excellence Blog into one of the
top personal development blogs, running my international personal
excellence school, speaking to tens and thousands of people in
seminars, achieving world peace, finding my soul mate, hitting the best
seller's list with my books, and so on. These dreams remind me of what
exactly I want and drive me forward every day.
Do what you love.
When you do something you love, it's like you have unlimited fuel that
keeps you going- day after day. The hunger to excel in it is just greater
than if you do anything else. Every day, I'm endlessly driven to build and
write at my blog, because it's for a cause I believe in. Helping people
grow and live their best life is the one thing I know I want to be doing for
the rest of my life.
I have a coaching client who has tried to start 4-5 different ventures
before (one at a time), and he was never able to succeed in any of them.
Why was this the case? It wasn't that he was stupid, or that he was lazy.
Ultimately, the reason was because he wasn't passionate about the
things he was pursuing - he was just chasing money. The nature of the
business didn't appeal to him emotionally. This is not to say starting

businesses because you want to earn money is bad - all I'm saying is it's
important that you love what you want to do first and foremost.
What is it you love to do? If you are not sure what your passion is yet,
then what is something you are most eager to try at the moment? If you
can choose to do anything, what will it be? Your love and interest are
fuels that will drive you towards excellence.
Work harder than anyone else.
I don't know of anyone who has achieved excellent results who hasn't
worked hard for them. A big component of excellence is hard work.
Sheer, unadulterated hard work. We can streamline processes, choose
effective strategies and steps, but ultimately the hard work will still have
to come in. Fortunately, if you are doing what you love (step #2), work
wouldn't even be work at all.
In the past year since I set up The Personal Excellence Blog, I have
spent countless hours, including weekends, building up the blog and
writing high quality articles for readers out there. All these have paid off
in their own way. I'm not saying you should abandon all social life
because that defeats the purpose, but you will have to dedicate yourself
to making your business a success. This year in 2010, I intend to
increase my efforts even more compared to 2009, and I know it's going
to pay off.
Make use of every moment.
Every moment counts. Excellent people know that time is highly
valuable. There's this quote by Donald Trump which I read in one of his
books, and I absolutely love it. He said that time is more precious than
money, because you can earn back money, but you can't get back time.
That is absolutely true.
Hence, I'm always making sure that I'm maximizing every moment. If
I'm commuting over a distance, I'll pick up a book or listen to a podcast.
If I'm out waiting for a friend, I'll take the chance to do something
meaningful for the time being. If there are some pockets of time, I'll take
out my laptop and do some work.
Note that this habit doesn't mean working like a hog, 24x7. That wouldn't
be a true application of this habit. Making use of every moment also

refers to knowing when to rest and rejuvenate when it's needed,
because this will help us walk the longer mile on the path of excellence.
Take action to achieve your results.
Living a life of excellence means being a proponent of action. Many
people often say "The sky is the limit". My personal philosophy is the sky
isn't the limit; we are the limit. Whatever we do or don't do will
determine how much we can grow or achieve. If we want to grow and
achieve great results, we need to take the equivalent actions to reach
the results we want.
For example, many people agree that having press and media feature
their business can greatly benefit them, but they believe it only happens
when you are prominent enough. While that's usually true, I refuse to let
that stop me. I took proactive steps to reach out to the press, writing my
own press release and creating a strong story angle so the press would
want to feature me. To date, I've been featured in the press for almost 20
times. To read more about how to be featured by the press, you can
check out my guest post at Problogger: How To Get Featured By the
Press (Repeatedly) Even If Your Blog is New.
Continuously upgrade yourself.
Learning never stops. There is always something we can do to become
better. We may have great skills and knowledge today, but no matter
how great they may be, our skills need to be continuously developed.
Excellent people are always learning, reading, exposing themselves to
new knowledge, new people, new contexts and developing their skills. If
you have played role-playing games or RPGs before, you would know
that the characters need to be leveled up to get stronger and progress to
the next level. Likewise, we need to always be leveling ourselves up to
achieve excellence.
Ask for feedback.
No matter how much we try to improve, we will have blind spots. Blind
spots are things about ourselves that we don't know about, and we can't
improve on things that we are blind to. Asking for feedback is one of the
fastest and most effective ways to improve.
For everything I do, I make it a point to gather feedback. For example,
when I was in my previous job, I would often ask my manager and peers
for feedback on how I could improve. With my friends, sometimes I

would have a random feedback session with them on how I can do
things better. As I run The Personal Excellence Blog, I would invite my
readers to send in their feedback, either through comments, emails or
private messages. Sometimes the feedback is predictable, sometimes
it's not and many times it leads to an epiphany on some level.
Strive for #1 in what you do.
Wait, you didn't think that there would just be 7 habits in achieving
excellence, did you?
There's 1 final habit to become a highly excellent person - that is, to
strive for #1 in what you do. No one's going to achieve excellence if they
aim for average, or mediocrity. Excellence comes from aiming for the top
- being #1. This #1 should be better than whoever is #1 at the moment,
because it will spur you on to work even harder. You will only achieve
great results when you set high standards for yourself.
For example, I aim for The Personal Excellence Blog to be the top
personal development blog, both in terms of the quality of content and
traffic. Whenever I write my articles, I make sure I'm giving the best value
that can ever be offered in that topic. Because of this, readers recognize
the value of my articles and have spread the word to their friends and
family. This has helped the blog to grow quickly and establish itself as a
trusted and coming-of-age blog in personal excellence.
Closing
These habits have helped me to
achieve excellence in my life,
and as long as all of us practice
them, we will achieve excellent
results. Feel free to share your
comments - I'll love to hear what
you have to say. If you have any
questions, I'll love to answer
them where possible too. I don't
claim to have the answers, but I'll
most certainly offer my
perspective and help where I can.
###

The Personal Excellence Blog is your onestop guide to achieve personal excellence
and live your best life.
It is run by Celestine Chua, whose biggest
passion is to help others, including you,
live in excellence. She has been featured
on CNN, Asia One and other media.

http://celestinechua.com/blog

International spiritual author.
Visit his web site at:
http://www.klienwachter.com
Live well in your abundance.
Gratitude is the recognition
that you have what you
desire, always be grateful!

Roy Klienwachter
Before Donna was born she brought with her a dollar, Peter brought
with him a pen, and Harry brought along a hammer. These were the
only significant things that these people brought with them into
their physical lives from birth.
All of us before we are born bring with us the most useful thing that we
could imagine that we would use in the physical world. It was our desire
to experience a specific aspect of physical life using only the one item
that we could bring with us. The items mentioned above are
metaphorical but the experience is real in our minds. This is the
beginning of a new episode of “survivor” to take place in the physical
world using only the gifts or talents that we bring with us.
The only way that this experience could be played out, would be in the
absence of memory of what we really were and where we came from,
and so from the time of birth we begin to forget. After infancy our
memories are replaced with real life situations and circumstances which
blur or blot out our previous existence.
From the moment that we choose to come to this physical life we are
given absolute love, freedom and choice. We are given the guaranty of
survival until we no longer wish to experience our chosen path. There

We All
Have
Natural
Talent
are others who will come into our lives at the appropriate time and place
to help us by previous agreement.
Donna chose the dollar; this will be her gift or talent that she will use to
live the life that she wants to experience. There are no conditions placed
upon using the dollar, nor is she bound to use it. The meaning of the
dollar may not even be recognized by her during the course of her life as
she focuses on other distractions. The dollar is really a physical symbol
that she will need to interpret and exploit for her own personal use. One
can only imagine what this symbol means and the purpose for it. Before
birth and from the lofty position of the silent observer, it is perfectly clear.
Now it appears to be a burden imposed on her, a trip of a lifetime to find
out the true meaning of her life, a constant struggle for purpose and
fulfilment. As Donna becomes more focused on the meaning of money in
her life, the farther away she moves from it. The burden of having has
taken away the joy of desire and acceptance of what is and what is not.
She has misinterpreted the symbol and it brings more longing,
desperation and sadness into her life. In physical terms her life is full and
rich, but inside she is empty.
Peter chose the pen and from point of birth, no one could shut him up.
Peter was very articulate and opinionated in what he had to say and

seemed to have a natural talent for writing down his thoughts. Peter also
didn’t really care what others thought about his work, he wrote for
himself and the writing was an outlet for him. His writing often got him
into trouble in his earlier life until he learned how to be more diplomatic
and stopped offending people. The problem with that was he began
writing for others and the pen turned away from him. His talent no longer
flowed naturally as his writings represented the views of others at the
expense of his own.
In frustration and anger Peter joined the Army and was called out to fight
for his country. The horrific experiences that Peter witnessed during his
tour were too much for him to hold inside and he started writing again.
Peter wrote down everything as it came to him and found a place that he
could go when the outside world was just too much. Because writing
came naturally for him, the experience of war was forgotten in the
moments that he would write.
Peter’s writings were not so much about war but of friendships and life’s
lessons learned in the time he spent on and off the battle field. Peter
wrote about beauty and love, hope, trust and about bonds with people,
places and things. Peter did not live the war he was fighting but was able
to move above the experience by focusing on life and not death. When
the time came for Peter to finish his tour of duty he moved gracefully into
a new life and because he did not focus on war, he did not experience it
as others did. He moved from a state of grace during war to another
place that employed his natural talents with the pen.
Peter recognized his gift with the pen and used it to minimize the
struggle and it helped him focus on things more positive and uplifting.
Peter found his natural connection to the pen, that which he had
forgotten at birth, and that which got him into much trouble earlier in his
life and that which finally set him free.
Harry had a passion for tools from as early as he could remember. He
loved to hammer nails into pieces of wood. He never really built
anything, but just kept hammering. Harry found great strength and power
by driving the nails deep into the wood. Harry would often run out to the
shed to drive more nails after a scolding from his parents. Harry used his
hammer to relieve the frustration, anger and destructive feelings he
harboured for those who would cross paths with him.

Harry always believed that he was meant to be a carpenter and it was in
becoming one that he felt he was in touch with his life’s purpose.
For most of his life Harry worked as a carpenter and while doing so, he
blocked out his life as he buried himself in his work and the physical
challenge of building and tearing down.
As Harry moved forward in his life, got married and involved in his
community, he started to open up. He began to notice things that were
not working in his life both personally and in his community. Concern
started to enter his life and he started communicating with others at work
and in his neighbourhood. Harry joined different service clubs and
volunteered for a political party. In midlife he started to come into his own
and his life blossomed. Harry aligned himself with his natural talent for
building things and taking them apart, and life moved easily and freely.
Harry participates in many events and meetings; he is the one up front
with the gavel or hammer in his hand, a leader and symbol of strength
and authority.
No one is an innocent victim ever; victimhood is simply an interpretation
of one’s circumstances. All things have meaning and purpose and it is
our interpretation that dictates how we will experience it. All of us have
natural gifts and talents that we brought with us from before birth. These
gifts may not at first be obvious as we try and blend into the status quo
and the wishes of others.
As we let go of those images and begin to focus on self, we become
aware of our own talents and abilities. It is always a conscious choice as
to whether we will use them or not.
We are guaranteed absolute freedom of choice before we were born. At
some time in our life we either make the connection or we terminate our
experience and the final decision is always ours, it can never be
imposed. Remember also that we were guaranteed survival no matter
what we chose. All of us have absolute unconditional love and freedom
to experience physical life either the way we planned before birth or in a
change of mind after we get here and death is always a continuance of
either experience.
There is no purpose to our lives except for that which we give it. God
does not impose upon us a burden to fulfill any requirement of birth. God

is life and the only requirement of life is “to be.” As we become
enlightened, one only recognizes the connection that each has to the
other and judgements are not made. All of us are free spirits, all of us
have purpose and all of us have natural talents. All of us have absolute
freedom to express ourselves in the light of day and the stillness of the
night as our thoughts dictate. ###
Your Life Was Never Meant To Be A Struggle
by By Roy E. Klienwachter
PDF format, 224 pages
Your Life was Never Meant to be a Struggle is for
those who are ready to move to the next step in their
awareness. This book puts forth the claim: If you
feel powerless to avoid natural disasters, war,
accidents, and sickness—then you have bought into
the greatest lie put upon humanity.
A book about self-empowerment and an awareness
of the awesome power that you possess to create
anything that you think about or desire.

Now available as an instantly downloadable ebook.
CLICK HERE for details and to purchase.
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Increase Your Confidence
From success in the workplace to successful
dating, confidence is one of the most important
qualities a person can possess.

www.trans4mind.com/unexplainable

The Shadow Effect: Illuminating the Hidden
Power of Your True Self (Hardcover)
Deepak Chopra, Debbie Ford, and Marianne
Williamson —New York Times bestselling authors
and internationally acclaimed teachers—have
joined together to share their knowledge on one of
the most crucial obstacles to happiness we face—
the shadow. These three luminaries, each with a
signature approach, bring to light the parts of
ourselves we deny but that still
direct our life. For it is only
when we embrace our
shadow that we discover the
gifts of our authentic nature.
The shadow exists within all
of us. It is a part of us and yet
we spend most of our life
running from it. But far from
being scary, our dark side holds the promise of a better,
more fulfilling life. Our shadow makes itself known
every day. It is the reason we get furious over a friend
showing up ten minutes late, yell at our parents or kids
when they have done nothing wrong, and sabotage our
own success at the worst possible time. Until we are
able to embrace our dualistic nature, we will continue to
hurt ourselves and those closest to us and fall short of
our potential.

Deepak Chopra

Debbie Ford

Combining the wisdom of three experts, The Shadow
Effect is a practical and profound guide to discovering
the gifts of our shadow. These three authors powerfully
pierce the veil of our unclaimed self, releasing us from
the past and propelling us on a journey to wholeness.
No longer living a half life, we are capable of achieving
our dreams and reclaiming the happiness that is our Marianne Williamson
birthright.
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Damiano de Sano Iocovozzi
Sooner or Later offers patient, family and caregivers a safe place to help process the turbulent emotions
during the diagnosis phase of a serious or terminal illness and remain sane, rational and in control.
It provides the pertinent questions to ask specialists written in a way the reader and provider understand
to empower patients and their families to seek the appropriate level of care.
Sooner or Later provides the information and tools to take control and make
good decisions to maintain the best quality of life.
www.SoonerorLaterBook.com

CLICK HERE

Today is the First
Day of the Rest of
Your Life

“To thine own self be true, and it must follow, as the night the day, thou
canst not then be false to any man.”
—William Shakespeare, Hamlet
Sooner or Later is a manual for seekers, for people facing a lifethreatening illness, as well as their family and friends. It’s for people
seeking calm and sanity in a topsy-turvy situation. Since relatively few
talk about the path that leads out of this life, I will talk about it here.
Consider me your tour guide, one who knows a thing or two about these
particular passages.
In my twenty-three year career as a registered nurse, clinical nurse
specialist, and family nurse practitioner, I have experienced things most
people cannot imagine. I have been with people through their best and
worst of times: people including patients, friends, family members, and
my spouse. I have held people while they suffered through terrible pain
and grief. I’ve laughed with them during a triumph, bathed and fed them,

medicated them … and even caught a baby who entered the world in a
parked car! I have also had the privilege of being present during the
sacrament of a person’s last breaths, holding their hand for the last time,
and closing their eyes as tears formed in my own.
As a nurse living at the edge of life and everywhere in between, my gift
to you is a rich distillation of bedside wisdom to help guide you through
some rough, crazy patches from which no living being is immune and for
which few are prepared. We learn a lot about how to earn a living, keep
a job and raise children, but who teaches us how to manage our own
health care? Who teaches us that we have power beyond measure?
Who teaches us how to finish our lifespan with richness, grace, and
control? Who teaches us how to live each moment, like Auntie Mame
proclaims?
The precious time between diagnosis and your last day can and should
be special. Your last months of life should be devoted to doing what’s

most important to you: preparing your way, letting go of anger and
sorrow, finishing your life’s business, enjoying yourself, making amends
and creating lasting memories for those you must leave behind. For all
your large and small responsibilities, you will find time and energy to
have fun, visit and laugh. Many tell me that during this time, they have
never felt so alive and free. Artificial barriers and pretenses to real
emotions may be lifted as our human communication becomes more
honest, poignant and sane. For some, it is a gracious time, a time of
generosity and passing on a legacy, an appropriate climax for a life welllived. Couldn’t we all live in such a space, even if we are not facing a lifethreatening illness? Sooner or Later may take you on a journey of selfdiscovery, empower you to remain in control and have your wishes
honored.
In her book Return to Love: Reflections on the Principles of A Course in
Miracles, Marianne Williamson writes, “Our deepest fear is not that we
are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond
measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us. We ask
ourselves, Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous?
Actually, who are you not to be? You are a child of God. Your playing
small does not serve the world. There is nothing enlightened about
shrinking so that other people won’t feel insecure around you. We are all
meant to shine, as children do. We were born to make manifest the glory
of God that is within us; it’s in everyone. And as we let our own light
shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the same.
As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically
liberates others.”
That liberation begins with the liberation of good knowledge. Where can
you find honest, scientific information about your condition that is
personal to you? Your health care providers (physician, physician
assistant, nurse practitioner) are your best sources. In addition,
registered nurses or social workers are excellent resources. Interview a
variety of them during a family conference. If the answers you receive
from these trained, empathetic professionals are basically the same,
you’re there. The Internet and your public library can help you obtain
research articles, pharmaceutical information and even information about
ethics, hospice and palliative care. ###
Excerpt from Sooner or Later, courtesy Transformation Media Books
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Disappointment is an inevitable part of our lives.
This series shares why disappointment is good,
how to constructively deal with disappointment
and my personal story of how I overcame
disappointment.
21-pages, 400+kb
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PODCAST
Each week we produce an audio version of
Cultivate Life! Magazine, including 3 selected
articles, called the Cultivate Life! Podcast.
You can subscribe freely at the iTunes Store
and receive it automatically - or find it here at:
http://www.learnoutloud.com/Product/
M006867/59115

DAVIS
GOSS
Separating Cause from Effect
I was asked recently to write some articles that focused on specific
problem areas people might be suffering from and how my unique
scientific approach to their resolution might be productively applied.
I did. Then I reviewed them. They were lousy. I felt they missed the mark
and violated the very core principle of my unique scientific perspective.
I realized I had fallen into the trap of conventional problem solving
techniques by attempting to advise the reader how to solve his problem.
They don’t need me for that. There are more than 108,000,000 self-help
books and programs they can choose from that take this point of view.
They are all built on the premise that there are real problems to
solve. To just “remove the problem” is no guarantee that another won’t
soon take its place because they have not eliminated the root cause of
all problems: the Law of OPPOSITES which states that opposites are
“elements that are so far apart and diverse as to be totally irreconcilable
one to the other” (Webster) In other words, a negative problem is simply
the unreal opposite of the real positive answer or solution which already
exists
To resolve any problem we must not treat it as a reality but must focus
our attention on the reality of its opposite
Hear me when I tell you, “In the entire universe, there is no problem
to solve!!”
I could tell you of how a person’s dept was removed, how a legal mess
was straightened out, how a new car was made available, how
animosities were removed or a chronic disease was healed. It wouldn’t
make any difference what the nature of the “problem”, each was resolved

in the same way: by applying the law of opposites with the scientific
understanding that whatever the “problem” claims to be, it is not
real. No problem or discordant situation is ever supported by Law.
Dealing directly with a problem is tantamount to attempting to paint out
shadows!
Believe this. It’s a scientific fact and not debatable: There is no
problem to solve any more than there was a flat world to be made
round.
Don’t take this statement casually. Pause a moment and THINK about it.
Let it sink into your very being. There is no problem to solve! What
appears as a problem is an illusion with no power or identity! It is
an erroneous picture of the answer or solution that already exists.
This being the case, to resolve ANY “problem” we reject it on the basis of
its UNreality and focus on its opposite, the answer, solution or objective
already available in the infinitude of your oneness with the universe.
Maintain this mindset, to the exclusion of all else, and you will be led to
take the necessary steps to produce the right, harmonious conclusion to
your dilemma.
I don’t care if your “problem” identifies itself to you as economic,
commercial, personal, social, medical, emotional or any other, you “get
rid of” them all in the same way: Reject it., focus your full, dedicated
attention on the infinitude of the universe knowing the problem’s opposite
(answer) is waiting there to reveal itself to you. The answer is absolute
and includes no opposite any more than the light includes darkness.

Davis Goss is a creative consultant,
with particular expertise in problem
solving, with more than 50 years
experience. His latest book, “The
Science of LIVING BETTER
FOREVER”, presents a compelling
rationale for challenging
conventional problem solving
techniques and adopting his unique
approach which is based solely on
proven, scientific natural laws and
principles. It can be downloaded
from his website at:
www.livingbetterforever.com
Email: ideaguy@davisgoss.com
Blog: www.davisgoss.com

This experience has made me
realize that the focus of my
message should NOT be on how to
solve problems, as effective as it
can be.
The focus of our effort
should be to secure ourselves in
the infinitude of our true identity as
the conscious reflection of the one
infinite Life. With this mindset and
identity as the standard, no discord
can be known or experienced any
more than errors of any kind can
be known or possible in the
perfection of mathematics

I have a favorite reminder placed in
as many places as necessary so I
can always see it . It is a reminder
that THERE IS NOTHING TO HEAL. Establish and maintain this
mindset and make it the foundation of your reasoning efforts.
I am already free and SO ARE YOU.!
Your conscious awareness is
already complete, pure and infinite. Use it. It’s FREE and inexhaustible!
###

Magical Wizard Programs
Wonderful audio sessions to download that provoke deep
learning and personal transformation in key areas such as
self-confidence and relaxation, stopping smoking and losing
weight, and using the Law of Attraction to create a life of
love and prosperity.
All 8 programs are yours for just US$36.00
supplied in high quality compressed format.
(listen before you buy)
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The Science of LIVING BETTER FOREVER
by Davis Goss
NOW AVAILABLE AS AN INSTANTLY
DOWNLOADABLE EBOOK IN PDF FORMAT
New scientific discovery reveals how you can
achieve harmonious life experiences with
mathematical certainty
Here for the first time is a breakthrough discovery
that takes the guesswork out of how to achieve
personal and professional success, prosperity and
freedom. Unlike any other, this teaching is based
solely on natural laws and principles.
There is virtually no adverse situation or
circumstance that cannot be resolved with the
proper application of the “creative and
controlling forces of the universe.”
CLICK HERE

Instant meditation

straight away... deeper than a Zen monk
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The Holosync Solution
Get Your Free Demo CD...
Learn More...

Mind Development Courses
Learn to awaken the innate
powers of mind...
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Guy Finley

Finding the
Extraordinary Life
I can think of no greater encouragement than the self-evident Truth that there
dwells in each of us the opportunity to explore and know the Extraordinary
Life. The meaning of Extraordinary I wish to convey points to the inexhaustible
source that is the secret center of each of us: a timeless resource open and
available to anyone who would seek a Life that sits behind life as we know it.
Choosing the Extraordinary Life begins with our conscious work to realize it,
which the following special practices help to ensure.
Let Nagging Questions Go Unanswered: In stressful moments, listen to
what life is trying to tell you about you instead of searching anxiously for
familiar answers to make life feel "right" again. All fearful, doubt-filled moments
are secret reflections of what we have yet to understand about life and
ourselves, not life's rejection of us or our wish for happiness. Choose to go
consciously quiet whenever there is a riot in you. Refuse to take part in the
search to repair what you fear may be coming undone. Let go and watch what
happens when you consciously sacrifice the fear-filled self. This new action
allows the Extraordinary Life to enter into you where its presence alone proves
that all is well.
Don't Make the Rescue Call: In times of anxiety and fear, we almost always
call upon someone or something to help us get through our stress. This
dependency on others for strength not only weakens our soul, but also steals
from it the possibility of being educated by the Extraordinary Life, which
means we miss two major lessons. First is the crucial lesson that all our fears
are based upon false evidence that appears real. With this revelation comes
our second realization that the same frightened self that seeks rescue secretly
confirms its imagined condition as being real each time it cries out for help.
Refusing to rescue ourselves from inner states that scare us invites the
Extraordinary Life that shows us that no such scared self exists that needs
saving.

Take the Hard Way: Rut and routine are two sides of the same sad
street. Repetitive patterns are the well-worn pavement that our spiritually
asleep self loves to tread while it talks us to death with its empty
promises of extraordinary times "just ahead.” We can learn to do much
better than to let ourselves be betrayed in this way, but it takes inner
work! Instead of caving into the demands of those slipshod parts of
ourselves always looking for the easy way out, we must choose in favor
of what our false nature wants us to see as being the "hard" way. But it’s
not. In fact, once we learn that the only real way out of what we would
rather avoid is to go through it, we discover another self-liberating truth:
the only thing that’s hard on us is when we allow our unenlightened
nature to convince us that getting around something is the same as
rising above it.
Do the Thing You Fear Doing: There is a correct time and place for
thinking through practical plans in the ordinary scheme of life's events.
But nothing that is founded in thought can serve to reveal the
unthinkable plans that the Extraordinary holds in store for anyone willing
to leap into the moment without a parachute. Never mind those old fears
of falling. Just jump! Being willing to risk failing is a prerequisite for
fearless living. If you will take the leap into what you are afraid of doing,
the Extraordinary Life will prove to you that Its unshakable ground is
everywhere beneath you at all times. Nothing compares with this
discovery because, once realized, there's nowhere to go but up! (A note
of caution: taking a spiritual leap is far different from taking a reckless
physical risk. Never risk the well being of your physical body for the
sake of a passing thrill: for what is possible to attain with a body, cannot
be without one. The temporary rush of adrenalin has nothing in common
with one’s awakening to the reality of a timeless, fearless life.)
Take Time Out from Yourself Every Day: Unseen by the self that walks
upon it, thought is a treadmill powered by the movement of our
yesterdays as they produce our tomorrows. This is the real meaning of
"doing time." The domain of the Extraordinary Life is Timeless. To share
Its life, we must enter into Its world. Here is a good way to begin this
Work: Every day, as often as can be remembered, chose to break out of
that gilded, but self-confining cage called "thinking about yourself." We
live under the power of these unconscious ponderings, for when they
turn dark and stormy; it is we who are left out in the cold. Even if we can
only collect ourselves to meditate, pray or contemplate a Higher Idea for

a few minutes at a time, we must do it anyway. These small windows opened by our work to remember the Extraordinary Life – grant us
passage into its timeless domain. ###
(Excerpted from Let Go and Live in the Now published by Red Wheel/
Weiser)
Guy Finley is the best-selling author of more than 38 books and audio
albums on self-realization. He is the founder and director of Life of
Learning Foundation, a nonprofit center for self-study located in southern
Oregon where he gives talks four times each week. For more information
visit www.guyfinley.org, and receive your free Guy Finley Starter Kit.
You get several free downloadable gifts including a special newsletter
filled with helpful insights and encouragement emailed to your desktop
once each week.

Affirmations
for Living Fearlessly

Only what awakens me to my own immortality
truly profits me. All else serves only to gently rock
me into a fitful sleep in the stream of passing time.
Guy Finley

click here to enter
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Want vs. Expect
www.daylle.com
If you ask for what you want with intention your request will be taken
more seriously. Otherwise, people will ignore what you want. It’s
important to ask for what you need with conviction and a clear
expectation. For example, if you have an employee who comes late every
day, which do you think will make them heed you more?
• “You’re always late and I want you to come on time from now on.”
• “Your job starts at 9 and that’s when I expect you to be here at that time
from now on.”
Both statements express dissatisfaction. The first one says you don’t like
her being late and you want her to be on time. We want a lot of things we
don’t get or we aren’t prepared to do something about. The second
statement makes it clear what you expect. It’s more definitive and the
person will take it more seriously, knowing they’ve been given a clear
warning. This can work in all areas of your life.
If you sound apologetic or unsure, people won’t take your request
seriously. Fake conviction! When you’re apologetic or seem like you
expect a bad response, you’ll probably get one. Are you really sorry to
bother a friend you’ve done a gazillion favors for about keeping his word
to do something for you? Or do you feel bad about bugging someone to
repay the loan you made months ago when they agreed to give it back in
a week?
“You gave me your word and I expect you to keep it. Please have it by
Friday.” The person not paying should be guilty, not you!

If something in your apartment has been broken for a while and
maintenance doesn’t come, don’t continue to ask, “Can you fix it?”
Instead, say, “When will you fix it? Or, should I call management to see if
there’s another option?” Smile when you say it. Your words will get the
point across. No need to beg for service you’re entitled to. There are lots
of lazy people you’ll have to deal with but you can get them moving by
being clear about what you expect.
When it comes to getting good service, ask with expectation—“HOW will
you rectify this?” instead of “can you?” Don’t ask IF they’ll help. The
choice should be from where and how help will come.
Once I sat next to a woman at a conference who complained that her
hotel had no hot water for 3 nights. She complained to the front desk to
no avail and felt frustrated by the lack of consideration from the staff. She
felt she should get something off her bill but doubted it could happen. I
advised her not to ask IF they’d give her something off her bill. Instead,
Jeri should ask how much they’d take off it, as a given that it would
happen.
Putting out your expectation shows you mean business. In a situation
where you feel stiffed or wronged and believe you’re entitled to
compensation, the question should be, “How much” rather than asking if
you can get something. Don’t get confrontational. Let your words and the
conviction behind them send the message in a calm way. Jeri went to the
manager and said what we practiced. "I'd like to know what adjustment
the hotel will make to my bill because of the water situation." The
manager immediately made an offer that was more than satisfactory.
Don’t approach a situation with antagonism. Just quietly and firmly state
your expectations. When people know you mean business and expect
specific compensation or actions, they’re more likely to give you what you
want. Of course you don’t want to bully people so be fair about what you
expect. But if someone isn’t giving you the service you should get or a
friend is taking advantage or your romantic partner is hurting you with
inappropriate behavior, firmly let them know what you expect. The key is
being prepared to take further action if you don’t get results.
The person who is ready to walk away or make the calls to higher people
or take decisive action are the ones most likely to get the results they
want.
Make sure your words and tone show that you’re serious about what you
expect. I once had a boyfriend who was known for his biting sarcasm.

Daylle Deanna Schwartz is a
speaker, self-empowerment
counselor, and best-selling author
of 11 books, including Nice Girls
Can Finish First (McGraw-Hill), All
Men Are Jerks Until Proven
Otherwise (Adams Media) and
Start & Run Your Own Record
Label (Billboard/Random House).
She’s been quoted in dozens of
publications including the New York
Times, Cosmo and Men’s Health,
and been a guest on over 300 TV
and radio shows, including Oprah
and Good Morning America. She
also writes the popular blog,
Lessons from a Recovering
DoorMat.

People complained about some
hurtful barbs he’d inflicted on them
to no avail. He’d just laugh and say
it was just his way. When he did it to
me, I said it was unacceptable and
that better be the last time. He
knew I meant it and he never did it
to me again. His friends were
shocked at how nicely he always
spoke to me. They complained. I let
him know what I expected. There is
a difference!

The pursuit, even of the best things,
ought to be calm and tranquil.

—Marcus Tullius Cicero

Affirm to yourself why you deserve
what you’re asking for. Accept your
right to receive! Your attitude
shouldn’t reflect doubt. You’re
worthy of receiving! Anger
instigates a confrontational mindset,
www.lessonsfromarecoveringdoormat.com which can rile you. Apologies or
asking without conviction gets
www.daylle.com
ignored. Instead, resolve situations
with clear words spoken in a
friendly manner, with a tone that indicates you expect results. Be clear
that you expect a situation to be remedied. For example, instead of
complaining about your hotel room and ASKING for another, say, “My
room is unacceptable. How soon can I move?” Expressing expectations
gives no other options!
Get good results by staying calm. Once emotions show, you’ve lost
control. In a rational, friendly but firm tone, explain what you expect and
thank the person for cooperating. That shows that you expect
cooperation! The nicer you say it, the more people respond positively.
###

Meditation Within Minutes
"Theta Meditation is said to be the
"Gateway to Eternal Bliss"

www.trans4mind.com/unexplainable
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Chuck
Gallozzi
Unraveling the Differences
between
and

DREAMS
GOALS

Before delving into the differences between dreams and goals, I need to
start with a couple of definitions. What are goals? They are our plans or
intentions for the future. They represent what we are trying to achieve
and are conscious decisions we make. Our goals can be long or short
term, and examples include plans to go to college after graduating high
school (long term goal) or to go shopping this afternoon (short term
goal).
What about dreams? Well, I’m not referring to the experiences we have
during our sleep. Rather, I’m talking about our wishes, hopes, and
desires for the future. Unlike goals that are plans which include the dates
they are to be completed, dreams are what we claim we want to do, be,
or have ‘someday.’ Why do I say dreams are what we claim we want?
Well, if we really wanted them, wouldn’t they be goals? Wouldn’t they be
plans that included deadlines?

Goals show commitment; dreams do not. Dreams are what we would like
to have without doing any work. Would you like to be rich? Of course you
would, everyone would. That’s why so many people play the lottery; they
have a dream of striking it rich ‘someday.’
Yet, when seen in a different light, dreams can be very positive, for they
can be our aspiration or burning desire to achieve something. For
example, when a young boy, Tiger Woods had an aspiration to be a
great golfer, so he practiced every day. It is with this sense, aspiration,
that I’m referring to when I use the word “dream” in the remainder of this
article.
Returning to goals for a moment, they are very helpful because they
provide a roadmap, clarify our thinking, help us prepare for obstacles
before they occur, generate enthusiasm and give us a sense of purpose.
But goals have their weaknesses, too. Did you make New Year’s
resolutions this year? If so, how many did you carry out? What went
wrong? You see, plans (goals) are not enough if they fizzle out; they
cannot help us if we don’t follow through.
But if our goals are what we want, why do they sometimes turn to dust.
Well, here’s the problem. No matter how carefully we consciously plan, it
is our subconscious that determines where we are headed. Imagine
taking a taxi and instructing the driver to take you to a certain area
downtown. The driver takes you to a different area, stops the cab and
says, “Here you are; you can get out now!” And you say, “But I don’t want
to be here. Why did you take me here?” The driver answers, “I decided
the other area isn’t safe enough for you, so please get out here.”
The passenger in the cab is our conscious mind and the taxi driver is our
subconscious. Our subconscious isn’t guided by our goals or conscious
instructions; rather, it is guided by its beliefs. For example, if it believes
wealth is harmful for you or you don’t deserve it, no matter how many
goals you set for wealth, they will all end in failure.
The beliefs held by our subconscious were formed by childhood
experiences and remain in place until they are replaced by experiences
that lead to new beliefs. For example, if a child was constantly belittled,
mocked, and scorned, its subconscious would believe that it was
unworthy. If later in life many people were to encourage, inspire, and
praise the child, the new experiences would create a new belief of
worthiness.

The key to solving our problem of unwanted subconscious beliefs lies in
that our subconscious cannot distinguish the difference between real or
imaginary experiences. Let’s look at an example to see how we can
apply this principle.

How to Practice Visualization

Tom is a high school student afraid to speak in public. Embedded in his
subconscious is a negative belief that is responsible for his lack of
confidence. He doesn’t have to uncover or understand the original
childhood experiences that cause his problem. All he has to do is set
aside ten minutes a day to imagine being a successful public speaker.
By repeating this daily, his subconscious will interpret these imaginary
experiences as real ones, and start to change its belief about being a
poor speaker to that of being a great speaker. Once this new belief is in
place, Tom will easily be able to speak in public. Perhaps haltingly at first
because of lack of real experience, but he will be able to speak, and will
grow more skillful with each try

2. Choose one goal or dream to work with (for example, “I want to lose
ten pounds in six weeks” or “I want to be able to speak with confidence
before audiences of 500 or more people”).

Our imagination is powerful, and always more powerful than rational
thought or will power. It can become our greatest ally or worst enemy.
Mary imagines that everyone in class will laugh at her when she speaks.
No amount of logic will be able to dispel her fear. Notice the difference
between Tom and Mary. Mary’s imagination is unplanned, undirected,
and uncontrolled. It is in charge, ruling over Mary.
But Tom’s imagination is now directed and controlled by him. He sets
aside ten minutes a day to harness its power.
Willfully directing our imagination is called visualization or imagery. We
can also call it day dreaming. But there are two forms of daydreaming:
conscious and unconscious. Unconscious daydreaming is unintentional;
it is not planned; we unwittingly drift into it. This is the most common form
of daydreaming. It is also dangerous because we may be daydreaming
about negative experiences, such as people laughing at us. And our
subconscious will interpret these imaginary experiences as real ones,
reinforcing our negative beliefs, and keeping us in a rut. It is clear, then,
that we need to be aware of our daydreams and use them constructively.
Since the success of goal-setting depends on our subconscious beliefs,
we need to pay more attention to dream-setting (the practice of
visualization to reinforce our goals, change our beliefs, and reach our
dreams). Because of its importance in reaching our goals, let’s explore
how to visualize:

(Imagery, Directed or Conscious Daydreaming, or Dream-Setting)
1. Pick a time and place where you can spend ten minutes uninterrupted.

3. Relax, breathe slowly, close your eyes.
4. Practice seeing yourself in your mind’s eye with your goal already
accomplished.
5. To help you imagine future success and how you will feel, ask yourself
the following questions: “What would it be like if I were to achieve my
dream? What would be different? What would I be doing? How would I
feel? What would I see, hear, taste, feel, smell? Why would I be happy
and excited? After imagining your success for five or six minutes, ask
your self, “How could I make this even better?” Now for the remaining
four or five minutes, imagine even greater success.
6. Do this daily (ideally, at the same time each day), until you achieve
success.
After a few weeks of practice, you should start experiencing
spontaneous change. That is, without any planning on your part, you will
start to make changes that will bring you closer to your dreams. This is a
sign that you subconscious has accepted your visualization sessions as
real experience and brought its beliefs in alignment with you goals.
While goal-setting uses our conscious, rational mind, dream-setting uses
our heart. What I mean by that is in dream-setting, we ‘think and plan’
with our imagination, feelings, intuition, and creativity. In dream-setting,
unlike goal-setting, we do not need to know how to reach our dream, for
once your subconscious has learned what you want from your
visualization sessions, it will figure out how to get and deliver it.
Remember, today’s subject is goal-setting and dream-setting. So, I’m not
suggesting that we abandon one in favor of the other. But what I am
suggesting is that dream-setting is the more important of the two, and for
best results we should work with both methods simultaneously.

Why It Is Important to Nurture Our Dreams
1. Making our dreams come true makes life interesting and exciting.
2. The mere act of dreaming awakens the dream and adds meaning and
purpose to our life.
3. When you stop dreaming, you are dead. When you hold on to dreams,
you are holding on to life.

8. When we dream, we enter the realm of timelessness and infinite
possibilities. Arming ourselves with the wisdom of sages, we become
mages, capable of anything.
9. As someone else once wrote, “Dreams are like stars...you may never
touch them, but if you follow them they will lead you to your destiny.”
How Shall We Dream?

4. We are always daydreaming and our daydreams create our future. But
if our daydreams are unconscious and undirected, we may be creating a
future nightmare. And when we carefully choreograph our daydreams
through the process of visualization, we create a dreamy, magical future.

1. Treat your dream as you would sacred scripture. Revere it. Follow it.
Return to it for inspiration and guidance.

5. Dreams spice up life, adding exciting prospects to even the dullest of
days.

3. Have BIG dreams; small ones cannot ignite the flames of enthusiasm,
excitement, and passion.

6. If we don't dream about the future, how will we know where we are
going?

4. When you are dreaming, you are doing so in the safety of your
imagination, so don't be afraid to do the impossible. How can you reach
the impossible dream until you first have one?

7. When we build our dreams, our dreams build us. The more we can
dream, the more we can do.
The Magic of Dreams
1. Look at the miracles that surround you, iPhones, iPads, 3D Television,
they all started as dreams! Our dreams are beacons that reveal
possibilities and allow us to transform life.
2. Glory, victory, and honor only come to those who dare to dream.
3. The achievement of you dreams will end your problems, and success
comes to those who follow their dreams.
4. No dreamer is ever too small and no dream is ever too big.
5. It is never too early or too late to have, follow, and reach our dreams.
For as Shel Silverstein wrote, “Listen to the mustn'ts, child. Listen to the
don'ts. Listen to the shouldn'ts, the impossibles, the won'ts. Listen to the
never haves, then listen close to me... Anything can happen, child.
Anything can be.”
6. Anything that you can imagine, you can achieve; anything that you can
dream signifies you have the power to accomplish it.
7. For those who stick with it, the progression of an impossible dream is
as follows: impossible, improbable, inevitable.

2. Dream with passion, far better to lose yourself in passion than to lose
your passion.

5. Be willing to do whatever it takes to succeed, for dreams and
dedication make a powerful combination. “Commitment unlocks the
doors of imagination, allows vision, and gives us the ‘right stuff’ to turn
our dreams into reality.” (James Womack)
6. Live with hope; it is not a dream but a way of making dreams come
true.
7. James Dean’s suggestion is a good one, “Dream as if you'll live
forever, live as if you'll die today.”
8. Karen Ravn shares her wisdom in verse, “Only as high as I reach can
I grow, only as far as I seek can I go, only as deep as I look can I see,
only as much as I dream can I be.”
9. Another wise woman, Anais Nin, has this to offer, “Throw your dreams
into space like a kite, and you do not know what it will bring back, a new
life, a new friend, a new love, a new country.”
Final Advice
1. Before your dreams can come true, you have to have them.
2. If the embers of your passion go out, rekindle the flames of your
dream, for as Woodrow Wilson said, “We grow great by dreams. All big

men are dreamers. They see things in the soft haze of a spring day or in
the red fire of a long winter's evening. Some of us let these great dreams
die, but others nourish and protect them; nurse them through bad days
till they bring them to the sunshine and light which comes always to
those who sincerely hope that their dreams will come true.”
3. Don't let your dreams remain dreams; do something while you’re
waiting for your subconscious to deliver. Return to goal-setting and take
the next step that will bring you closer to your goal. Otherwise you will
become like the people described by Erma Bombeck, “There are people
who put their dreams in a little box and say, ‘Yes, I've got dreams, of
course I've got dreams.’ Then they put the box away and bring it out
once in awhile to look in it, and yep, they're still there.”
4. If you’re not living your dream, who will? And if you don’t live your
dream, you’ll be living someone else’s.
5. Cultivate courage, for dreams will guide you to faraway places and
unfamiliar territory. But the adventure that awaits you is worth many
times over the fear you will have to face.
6. Heed this advice from H. Jackson Brown, Jr., “Don't say you don't
have enough time. You have exactly the same number of hours per day
that were given to Helen Keller, Pasteur, Michelangelo, Mother Teresa,
Leonardo da Vinci, Thomas Jefferson, and Albert Einstein.”

There are three kinds of people: those who live in a dream world, those
who face reality, and those who turn one into the other. Which one do
you choose to be? Put your future in good hands -- your own.
Now you understand the differences between goals and dreams, but
“This bridge will only take you halfway there, to those mysterious lands
you long to see. Through gypsy camps and swirling Arab fair, and
moonlit woods where unicorns run free. So come and walk awhile with
me and share the twisting trails and wondrous worlds I’ve known. But
this bridge will only take you halfway there. The last few steps you have
to take alone.” (Shel Silverstein)
Additional Help
Do you have many dreams that you hope to accomplish ‘someday’ and
would like to start on, if only you knew where to begin? Would you like to
be gently guided each step of the way down the path to your dreams?
Would you like your instruction to be easy to understand and follow?
Would you like to be able to reach your dreams in easy to take tenminute steps? If so, this strongly recommended guidebook/workbook is
for you:
TAKE 10! How to Achieve Your ‘Someday Dreams’ in 10 Minutes a Day
by Rory Cohen, Cornelia M Flannery, and Kristin Biorn
http://www.take10now.com/products/ ###

7. As mortal beings, we don’t have forever to reach our dreams, so start
working on them today.
8. If your dreams turn to dust, vacuum the rug and start again, for those
who persist will be victorious.
9. Don't be pushed around by your problems, but be uplifted by your
dreams.
10. If you want to reach your dreams, help others reach theirs.
11. Also consider the words of Tom Clancy, “Nothing is as real as a
dream. The world can change around you, but your dream will not.
Responsibilities need not erase it. Duties need not obscure it. Because
the dream is within you, no one can take it away.”
Imagine how many dreams were cast aside because of the opinions of
others. Don’t fall prey to the doubts and fears of others, for each time
you kill a dream, a little part of you dies too.

Chuck Gallozzi lived, studied, and worked in Japan for 15 years,
immersing himself in the wisdom of the Far East and graduating with
B.A. and M.A. degrees in Asian Studies. He is a Canadian writer,
Certified NLP Practitioner, Founder and Leader of the Positive
Thinkers Group in Toronto, speaker, seminar leader, and coach.
Corporations, church groups, teachers, counsellors, and caregivers
use his material as a resource. His articles are published in books,
newsletters, magazines, and newspapers. He was interviewed on
CBC's "Steven and Chris Show," appearing nationally on Canadian
TV. Chuck is a catalyst for change, dedicated to bringing out the best
in others, and he can be found on the web at:
http://www.personal-development.com/chuck-gallozzi-articles.htm
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How Did
That Happen?
Have you ever asked yourself questions like these?
Why don’t I do things I love to do anymore?
Why do I feel so alone?
Why am I afraid of so many things?
Why can’t I pursue my dreams?
Why don’t I leave my job and do what I want to do?
And that is how it happens—one time—something happened that wasn’t
just right, and that was the end of that. Isn’t that silly? What if a baby
said, “One time I stood up and then I fell down so now I don’t stand up
anymore.” Think about it. Every decision of “I won’t do that again,” was
made when you were younger than you are now, and didn’t know as
much about anything as you do now. In addition, usually the decision
was based on circumstances that are no longer true.
Are you aware how many things you have decided, “not to do again?”
Discover what you have stopped doing by paying attention to how you
rationalize to your friends your decisions about not trying something.
Listen carefully and you will hear yourself tell the story of the original
problem, even if you can’t remember it. Are you willing to live your life
based on a decision you made when you were 2 - 5 - 10 - 20 - 40 or
even yesterday? Couldn’t we all just try again?
Here is a tool for trying again: “Push On The pain”. Years ago, I wanted
to learn scuba diving. I did very well. In fact, I did so well when we went

Beca Lewis
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www.becalewis.com
out on the boat for the dive no one paid much attention to me. The
instructor was busy with the others who seemed afraid. I wasn’t afraid at
all, until I got in the water and swam away from the boat. As I scanned
where I was—in the middle of nowhere—I experienced a panic attack. It
took many minutes before anyone noticed my thrashing around and
helped me back to the boat.
I wanted to say, “One time I went scuba diving and it was way too scary
so I will never do that again.” But, I didn’t. Instead, I pushed on the pain.
At least once a day I would imagine myself back out in the water and I
would re-experience the panic. I was getting a lot of dental work done at
the time so waiting for the dentist in the dental chair proved to be a great
time to do this, but anywhere will do. Every time I pushed on the pain by
reliving the experience, I broke out into a sweat and started shaking.
However, each time I played the scene over the panic would subside a
little bit more until one day nothing happened at all and I was able to
imagine myself back out in the water actually diving and enjoying it.
I booked myself to go out with my original instructor on the next dive. It
had taken me six months to feel ready, but the instructor was delighted
that I was going to try again. I was still afraid, but with the guidance and
support of the instructor and a friend, I made it out and back. I will never
forget the feeling of elation I experienced as the rest of the dive group
celebrated my personal victory.

Besides pushing on the pain, there is another technique for moving on
illustrated in this scuba diving story. I asked for help from someone that
could and would help me. I asked for help from the instructor and a
scuba diving friend.
One of our granddaughters was a little afraid of going in the closed slide
at McDonalds. It didn’t stop her though. She would go up to one of the
other kids who were easily going through the slide and say, “I am a little
afraid, would you hold my hand?” These perfect strangers always said,
“Yes.” Wouldn’t you?
We can all find someone who is not afraid of doing what we are afraid of
doing and ask if they will “hold our hand” while we try again.
It’s important to realize that sometimes we should not do it again. We
should not go back to abusive relationships, not put our hand on a hot
stove, and not step out in front of a car. However, we may do that same
dumb thing again if we just say, “I will never to that again” without any
understanding of what happened. The whole event or choice wasn’t
wrong; it was a only part of it that was wrong. After all we all need to be
loved, we all need to use the stove, and we all have to the cross the
street sometime.
Figure out which part not to do again and then never do it that way
again! Decide to love again, travel again, dream again, trust again,
speak again, and experience the full, abundant, and free life waiting for
you to accept it. ###
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The Mirror of
Relationships
If you’ve been following these articles in my newsletters over the past
nearly five years, and if you’ve been reading the frequent posts on my
blog, you may have realized that much of what I write is repeated in new
words. This is deliberate. In marketing it is said that if you want to sell
something, you have to get the message across to the consumer at least
nine times. In psychology things are not so different: to get the message
across to the reader, so that inner transformation has a chance at
beginning to take place, the message has to be repeated over and over
again.
What do our Reactions to Others Tell Us about Us?
Recently I was asked (on the same day) by two acquaintances, what I
would do if a client walked in the door that I did not like, and what I would
do if I were attracted to a client. My answer has a great deal to do with
what I believe an ethical practitioner should do, but more importantly, has
a great deal to do with what all of us can and should do when faced with
our reactions to others in our lives.
Basically I was being asked whether I would refer the first client out (the
one I hypothetically did not like), and whether in the second instance (the

client I was hypothetically attracted to), I would want to have some type
of social contact with that client, or whether I would forego that, and
continue on in the professional relationship.
Physician, Know Thyself!
The underlying structure to my answer lies in the Socratic advice:
Physician, know thyself. In other words, if I am practicing in my chosen
field of endeavour, I must have begun the process of knowing myself and
recognizing my own issues. In such a case, when faced with the client I
hypothetically don’t like, I would, of course, immediately understand that
the reason I feel unpleasant in the presence of that person, has nothing
in particular to do with him or her, but with me.
Oh.
Hmm…
So does that mean I can’t blame that person for how I feel?
No Blame?
Right on. No blaming. Even if the person is obnoxious, or difficult, or
needy, or haughty, or autocratic, or whatever it might be that sets me off.
What sets me off is not his/her behavior, but some unresolved issue in
me. If the issue were resolved, it would not set me off. Affect (emotion) is
also a clue to something that needs addressing in oneself. So that
means I’m the one that has to look at me, not look outward and point a
finger.
Jewels in Our Lives
So back to the hypothetical client I don’t like. Such a client could well
become a jewel in my life. If I’m willing to follow the above directives. If
I’m willing to look within, rather than without. So such a client
immediately sets off a warning bell, and launches a red flag in me, to
make me aware of the fact that the client is bringing out some as yet
unresolved issue.
The example I’m using is my client and myself, but this is how it is with
every single person that populates your life, from the peripheral fringes,
to its nuclear core, from the newspaper vendor and shoeshine person, to
your partner (see also my Sept. 2006 Newsletter: Marriage in the 21st
Century Could Cutting Edge Spiritual Psychology Make it Viable Again?)

and children or parents. Every time you react inside to something, you
are being given a message about yourself by your psyche, and if you
pay attention to those messages, if you look in the mirror of your
relationship with that particular person, you will learn something about
yourself, and eventually resolve that issue in order to not have to revisit
that place again, in such a way that similar situations in future, will not
affect you negatively as they used to do. (See also Choosing to Wallow
in Relationship Pain).
You, too, must know yourself!
Earlier I quoted Socrates: Physician, know thyself. This lies at the core of
the work of any good therapist, psychologist, analyst, psychiatrist, or
healer. Not only because this individual is in the business of helping
people understand and help themselves, and consequently improve their
lives and broaden their parameters of inner freedom, but also because if
this individual does not begin with the humility of recognizing that he or
she also has issues to be resolved, he’s going to be quite hopeless at
helping other people resolve theirs. It doesn’t mean he has to have every
single one of his issues resolved long before he begins to see clients. It
just means he must be working on them. Actively. Continually.
Incessantly. Tirelessly.
What Attracts you is Very Important…
So let’s go on to the question about the hypothetical client I might feel
attracted to. Here there can be no doubt. An ethical practitioner will
immediately recognize some kind of counter transference, i.e. that the
client has touched on some core of an unresolved issue in oneself.
Again, therefore, the therapist has to look inside. And be very ethical.
The Treasure Map
So how does this relate to people outside of a practice? In exactly the
same manner. (Listen to the audio clip Obsession, Suspicion, Jealousy,
and the Need to Control in the “Emotions” Section). When you feel
attracted to someone, it is because that person carries within them
something that lights up your buttons because there is something there
that is unresolved in you. It doesn’t have to be a difficult or negative
thing, simply something that has not yet been addressed, and the fact
that you are now attracted to this specific individual, should be reason
enough for you to realize that beyond the chemistry, beyond the

infatuation, beyond the possible love,
there is something even more
important that can help you become
more psychologically and
emotionally free, and precisely this
person can be the means by which
you get there. . (See also my July
2006 Newsletter: I Need You...I Need
You Not). As long as you realize the
mechanism of the dynamics behind
what is happening. In other words,
don’t go there, don’t go into the
relationship blindly. Look at yourself.
Understand that the attraction, just
as in the example of my hypothetical
client, is a sign to you, a clue, a map,
a treasure map, so that you will sit
up and take notice. Your feelings are
– in this sense – your road to
freedom. Pay attention to them
beyond the obvious. Learn to use
them. Use them to grow. Grow and
transform your way into freedom,
because that is your duty to yourself
and that is your right. ###
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How to Take a Snapshot of Your Soul
Step 1. Make your self some quiet time and space; an hour or so without
disturbance should be fine; you may need two or three sessions to allow
time to reflect. Chill out for a bit, distancing yourself from the concerns of
the moment (which might seem like mountains, but against the backdrop
of reality are no more than specks of dust). Put on some gentle
background music and pour yourself a glass of beer or wine, if that
helps.
When you're feeling suitably calmed, take a few sheets of blank paper
(or open a blank file in your word processor). Write down these headings
(allowing plenty of room under each): Character; Personality; Drives;
Purpose; Immediate Concerns; Desires; Fears; Likes; Interests; Dislikes;
Strengths; Weaknesses. Add more of your own if you feel the need.
Note down, without judgment or censorship, whatever comes to mind
under each heading. Don't worry about sentence structure or grammar;
just get your ideas on record. Jump between headings as your thoughts
take you, returning to each as often as needed until you've exhausted
your ideas.
Step 2. This can be done in the same session, or in the following day or
two, whatever works for you. I usually prefer to take a break between the
two steps.

"Know then thyself, presume not God to scan; The proper study of
mankind is man." So wrote Alexander Pope in the 18th Century. Indeed
to know yourself is a lifetime's pursuit, as the light of experience
continually exposes new facets of what we are, as well as modifying that
which is already known.

Take some new sheets of paper, or a new computer document, and revisit the issues you noted under each heading. Group each of the issues
you noted into categories. You should find that a number of distinct
categories emerge with each taking ideas from several step 1 headings.
These categories form the snapshot of your soul.

Taking a snapshot of your soul can be likened to checking the position of
a boat that's been left on autopilot for a while. It involves stepping back
from the actual living of daily life, identifying what's important, and as a
result maybe tweaking your direction a little.

Step 3. Again you may wish to take a break before conducting this step,
an interval can allow the subconscious to reflect on what's been
identified so far.

You can take a snapshot of your soul whenever you feel the need, and
frequency will vary from person to person and according to what's going
on in life. Try not to snapshot too often though; say no more than twice a
year, lest you spend more time navel-gazing than actually engaging with
your intended pathway.

When ready, re-visit each of the categories created in step 2, re-reading
the notes under each. Your aim here is to see if there's anything different
needed compared to what you're currently doing. It may be helpful to
construct a diagram identifying the cause-effect relationships between
the different categories.
Essence, Drives, Choices and Feelings

As well as allowing you to fine tune your roadmap of life, your soul
snapshot (especially considered alongside others taken over a period of
time) can also help illuminate your drives and, indirectly, your true
essence, or what you really are. With this knowledge you may even
choose to revise your major goals.
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that defines your reason for being. The pursuit of this knowledge is a
lifetime's endeavor and is often only implied from other observations in
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Arising from your essence, your drives are the forces behind your
actions. They may not be obviously discerned from your current behavior
or circumstances but can be discovered with a little introspection. Unlike
your essence, your drives evolve over time and in the light of experience.

"In [The Essential Laws of] Fearless Living,
Guy Finley brilliantly describes the most
important key to the breakthrough life."

Your choices are directly reflected in your interactions with the world from the big stuff like your job, partner and where you live, to trivialities
like how you dress. Your choices are the most changeable, and easily
changed, layer of your self.

— James Redfield, author of The Celestine Prophecy

Your feelings too give evidence of your drives, and indirectly of what you
really are. Feelings arise from the difference between your inner drives
and the outer world in which they seek to be expressed. ###
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“Happiness is not a matter of intensity but of balance
and order and rhythm and harmony”. Thomas Merton
One of the most important aspects of our existence is
having a balance in life. It is common sense that creating
and maintaining a balance in anything we do is extremely
important. However, this is rarely the case. Life is tough,
hard, hectic and busy where everyone is running after their
own set of goals, desires and wishes. No one has time for
their friends, their families, their own selves and even their
GOD. Everyone has their auto pilot switched on and they
just keep on going on and on until it is too late to realize
what they have missed out on.
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It is only after the damage is done that we become aware of
what has been missing and what we have been neglecting
all throughout our lives. Therefore, it is important that we
identify the areas of life that need to be taken care of. Once
these areas have been identified, we then set our targets
and see where our strengths and weaknesses lie. It is
essential that we know what needs to be done and then it is
our duty to be conscious of these facts and implement them
in our daily lives. You will see that once we start doing all
the right things, it gives us major confidence as we feel
complete as human beings and improve and prove
ourselves better then our surroundings. Our target should
always be to become better and superior at whatever we do
in life.
It is important to note that all areas of our lives are
interconnected and interwoven. If one aspect of our life is
neglected, it will affect another aspect of our life and
therefore, the balance will be broken. It is more like a table
standing on 4 legs. Even if one leg is damaged or broken,
the whole table loses its balance and is useless. Similar are
our lives.
Haider Al-Mosawi’ writes: “You can advance your career by
having good social connections and you can enhance your
family life by having good health and vitality.”

“Your family life can also suffer if you are neglecting your health and live
in a state of exhaustion.”
There are different aspects of life that need to be balanced. You can also
depending on your preferences and priorities change the order of these
or even reduce or add more aspects to better understand and better
control your lives. I have personally divided the aspects of my life into 10
divisions. These include the following:
1.Health & Fitness
2.Mental development and Education
3.Work, Career and Finances
4.Home & Family
5.Social Life and Relationships
6.Life Purpose and Contribution
7.Character, Integrity, Ethics and Virtues
8.Daily Habits and Routines
9.Emotional Control and Development
10.Spiritual and Personal development
Looking at the above, we see that these divisions more or less cover all
aspects of our lives. In order to simplify life, we only need to focus on
these 10 factors. The lesser the aspects the easier it is to simplify life.
Even if you add more aspects, those will more or less always fall under
the above categories so it is better to stick to less yet cover every
aspect.
To start off with, attach a certain percentage to each and every of the
above aspects. For example, think what level of accomplishment you
want to reach in every aspect and where you stand at present. If you are
satisfied you can give 90% satisfaction in that area and if you feel that
you have not quite reached there yet, you can maybe say 50%.
Once that’s done, you know which areas you are satisfied with and which
areas need improvement. Then slowly we need to start working on the
aspects that are not right. As we commence balancing the rest of the
components of our lives, they help in achieving even better results in the
other components. We start to feel that our life is under better control
and we feel comfortable and confident within ourselves. We start
performing better at work, our behavior with colleagues and family

improves dramatically, we are relaxed as our guilty conscience has a
sudden relief and we start to have more confidence in our way of life. All
this gradually converts into a calmness and peace within our minds and
soul. This positivity and change takes us in a constructive direction and
ultimately has a huge effect on our overall happiness, success and helps
us enhance our life to an altogether higher level.
We all need goals and a particular direction in life. We need to have
these goals created in all the different aspects. We have certain major
goals to attain and then we develop smaller steps, actions and
achievements that will combine together to help us obtain the final goal.
Personally, taking the above mentioned components into consideration,
the smaller goals that will help me reach my final goals include things
like, I need to exercise daily and reach a certain weight by a certain
deadline. Similarly I have my goals mapped out as to what education I
want, what skills I want achieve, what financial status I need to obtain,
how I want to treat my family and what kind of relationships I want to
have with them, my social life, my purpose of life (like contributing to the
world through my writing and by helping the poor), the way I want to live
my daily life, the principles and virtues I want to live by, the character I
want to have, the closeness I want to have with my GOD and the
improvement that I constantly need to make every day to make my life a
life worthwhile.
When assessing my life, I assess my day. When I see that my day
includes work, learning and development, health, 3 healthy meals,
prayers, social life, time for hobbies and my passions, my family, friends,
daily routine and chores, my spiritual and personal development and that
all these components are carried out with integrity, honesty, values,
ethics and good character, it gives me the greatest pleasure in the world
to know that I am striving to live a balanced life and once this much
needed balance is obtained, everything starts to fall in place. I will finish
by quoting the following quote that summarizes the whole message.
“Balance, peace, and joy are the fruit of a successful life. It starts with
recognizing your talents and finding ways to serve others by using them”.
Thomas Kinkade. ###

Angel Shadow Human Relations

and Dynamics

Humans have been relating to each other since we started inhabiting the
earth and human relations has been one of the most complicated issues
society has dealt with. Over time, how we've interacted with each other has
set in motion a chain of events that have lead us to the world we now
experience.
This article deals with the issue of human relations and dynamics, so let's
take a look at each word individually:
Human: of, belonging to, consisting of or produced by people; having or
showing qualities, as rationality or fallibility.
Relations: connection or manner of being connected or related, as in thought,
meaning, etc.
Dynamics: the way such forces shift or change in relation to one another; the
study of such forces.
The study of human relations is complicated because humans are
complicated. We deal with emotional reactions and projections on a daily
basis and each emotional reaction is individual in nature due to programming
and lifestyle. Since our emotional reactions play a vital role in society, we
need to take a look at how emotions can rule our decisions.
On an individual level, emotional reactions are learned responses. Someone
taught us how to react to the world around us. This begins early in life and we
carry that programming into adulthood. Most individuals feel their emotional
responses are justified; they reacted in a specific manner due to the action of
another. At what point do we stop, take a look in mirror, learn about ourselves
and others, and try to be on the same page? This is where the issue
becomes complicated because as humans we draw lines against what we

feel is good and bad; right and wrong. If it's good, we agree and all is
well. If it's bad, we react, sometimes violently. All of the reactions we
encounter in life are due to our emotions. So when it comes right down
to it, emotions/emotional reactions rule the decisions we make, which in
turn, rule our world.
So how do we control our emotional reactions? How do we control how
we react to others when we're not on the same page? It's human nature
to stand up for what we believe in. It's part of our genetic make-up to
fight and defend. I don't see that changing anytime soon. Slowly, society
is beginning to see the effects of compassion and understanding.
However, with so much anger and strife in the world, many still continue
to feed negative emotions and emotional reactions. This only allows it to
continue. In many ways, it's a runaway train that needs to finish its
course, and it will, eventually. But we're dealing with years and years of
programmed responses. Years and years of fighting and not seeing eye
to eye. Years and years of individuals drawing lines and standing up for
what they believe in. We've brought ourselves to this place in time and
now it's our responsibility to fix it.
In society, in order to fix a problem, we have to agree on the answer or
solution. When it comes to human relations, this becomes an issue
because everyone has their own idea of how the problem should be
fixed. So who gets to choose what we bring into our reality? In addition
to that, what's real? What's not real? Who gets to make the decision
about what reality is brought to the masses? A group of people can look
at the same thing and see a number of different realities and this is why
they believe they have the best solution. But someone has to make the
final decision and when the mass of society is not on the same page, we
continue the path of anger and strife over the decision that was made.
This is not relating in a positive way; reaching for a positive outcome.
This only creates more problems that we can't agree on how to fix...and
the cycle continues. We need to take responsibility.
Everyday, we're faced with decisions, but rarely do we make these
decisions based on conscious choice and then take responsibility for
these actions, accepting that these choices bring about our reality. This
is especially true when our actions don't bring the desired result we'd
hoped for. It's easier to blame other individuals for our disappointments.
Heaven forbid we take a look in the mirror and acknowledge the role we

played. While we may find ourselves in situations that we feel are not of
our choosing, we are still responsible for how we handle the issue and
blaming another is an easy way to take the responsibility off ourselves.
We remain in victim mode, allowing the event(s) to control our
emotions....and our actions almost always follow the emotional reactions
we project.
Taking responsibility means acknowledging our emotions in any given
situation. As a society, if we project hatred, hatred is what we get in
return. If we feel deceived, we will be deceived. If we feel hurt, we will
continue to hurt ourselves. It's a never ending circle of emotional
projection that can only be changed when we accept full responsibility for
the part we played. Denial comes when our childish side moves to the
forefront. The wounded, inner child part of us is always the victim. It has
no control over emotional reaction and this is something only time and
experience can bring. Wisdom comes from learning to accept the roles
we place ourselves in and how those roles shape our very being.
In human relations, we need to recognize the areas of our lives that
we've refused to accept responsibility for. The longer we deny their
existence, the longer we stay in victim mode, allowing the wounded,
inner child to control every aspect of our emotions. The programming of
our inner child dictates emotional response, but programming can be
changed and the inner child eventually grows up and accepts
responsibility for who they are, what they will become, and how they
treat others. Our inner child is a vital part of who we are and there's a big
difference between a wounded, suffering inner child and a healthy, welladjusted one. As a society, we all need to develop a healthy, welladjusted frame of mind and quit reacting with negative programmed
emotions that have done little to change our world. If we want our world
to change, we, society as a whole, has to change.
By paying attention to the thoughts we send out, we start to recognize
why we have the experiences we do. For example, if we live our lives in
victim mode, we will continually feel like a victim. If we see chaos in
everything around us, we invite more chaos. If we continually pass
judgment on others, eventually we find ourselves in a situation where we
are being judged. We receive what we send out and it's important that
we live our lives according to what we truly want and that we treat others

the way we truly want to be treated. By living positively in every moment,
we project the energy necessary to move us toward a positive outcome.
We need to remember we're all a part of the same puzzle. Each piece
fits perfectly with the piece next to it. When the pieces are properly
placed, the big picture starts to emerge. Each individual piece makes up
the landscape of that particular section and without all the individual
sections of the puzzle, the big picture is not properly viewed. It's
important to find our place in the puzzle. Just because your piece doesn't
fit next to the piece of another individual doesn't make their piece any
less important. The big picture won't be complete without them all. We
need to view human relations in this way. Figuring out what our piece
looks like and what area of the puzzle we fit into. We need to find our
place and lock in so others can do the same. When we don't properly fit
our own piece of the puzzle into place, others can't find the place they
belong.
Visualize how a puzzle fits together. Without properly placing all the
pieces, the landscape of the puzzle remains a mystery. This can also be
viewed as a "like attracts like" issue. The theory behind "like attracts like"
is that individuals come together with a common cause. They share a
similar vision, their energies are a close match, and they form groups
and comfort zones. Think of each individual landscape of the puzzle as a
"like attracts like" picture. Each one coming together to create a part of
the picture necessary for the big picture to be born. Our place in the
puzzle may be in the upper right hand corner, but that doesn't mean the
lower left hand corner is any less important. The lower left hand corner of
the landscape has be locked in place before that part of the picture can
be viewed. Human relations has to evolve to this point before society will
live in peace with each other.
Religious beliefs that suppress and project fear and judgment only add to
the issues of segregation in our world. Spirituality should be viewed as a
puzzle. A puzzle whose pieces are made up of every individual,
regardless of color, size, belief system or status. When we allow
judgments to alienate individuals, we accept and allow the process to
continue.
As long as humans have been inhabiting the earth, we've experienced
judgment and segregation. A power play for who's in control; who gets to
make the decisions. The alpha-male is still alive and well in our society.

Having a strong leader, who has the masses best interests at heart, is
vital to human relations. But again, how long will it take our society to be
on the same page when it comes to our leaders? The process is based
on majority rules, but there are a lot of individuals who are never happy
with the outcome. If majority rules our reality, we have to start coming
together and working for the common good. Choosing leaders that will
bring about the reality we all desire. Remember, majority rules our reality,
so find your place in the puzzle and lock in. Allow your section of the big
picture to be viewed in its entirety.
Some will argue that sections of the puzzle are negative in nature and
should be removed completely. This is an argument that's difficult to
disagree with. We all want to see the negative removed from our world.
The weeds and dead grass in the big picture are no longer appealing. So
how do we change that? As with any picture, it is simply a snap-shot in
time. Who says we can't create a new big picture? If we work together
for the common good, the weeds and dead grass can be replaced with a
beautiful landscape we all agree on and enjoy. Weeds can be pulled.
Grass can be watered. So instead of complaining about the unattractive
parts of the big picture, do something to help change them. We are living
in a time where lies and deceit are being exposed at an alarming rate.
The energies of our current time simply won't allow the negativity of our
world to occur much longer. Hang in there! Stick together and relate in a
positive way. Together we can change the landscape and weed out what
no longer works for the common good. Now is the time for us to decide
where we fit. Decisions have to be made on individual levels as to where
you want to be placed in the puzzle.
All belief systems are a part of the whole. A piece of the puzzle
necessary for the big picture to be brought to life and they all lead to the
same place. God doesn't segregate, humanity does. Once we realize our
ego/shadow self keeps humanity segregated, a whole new truth opens
up to us and we're able to see the big picture. We no longer fear what's
next door because we realize their piece of the puzzle is necessary for
ours to become complete. We don't have to follow their path, just simply
acknowledge they have a part in the plan for humanity as well. They are
a piece of the puzzle.
Positive human relations will eventually bring about peace. Judgment
and segregation no longer work and need to be removed. As we work

together to make this happen, that specific landscape of the puzzle will
slowly be transformed. Groups that endorse judgment and segregation
are being weeded out and exposed. Take a look at what's happening
around our world. What no longer works is being exposed and removed.
It's not going to happen overnight, but the energy has been set in motion.
We have to decide if we want to be a part of the problem or the solution.
Again, what part of the puzzle do you want to be a part of? Majority rules
reality.
The illusionary walls that keep us safe and protected are the very walls
that breed judgment and fear. Knocking down these walls takes an act of
courage and acceptance. For once the walls come down, we are left
standing naked before each other. Imperfections are shown. Fears are
out in the open and anxiety levels are high. It is at this point, we need to
recognize the soul, the divine God-Spark, that lies within us all, instead
of relying on the physical, 3-dimensional illusions we see standing before
us. To recognize the God-Spark within another individual requires
compassion and acceptance. Not just of the physical person we see
standing before us, but the soul of the individual that resides inside the
physical shell. It takes personal self confidence to see the true person in
the individuals we encounter. When we are comfortable with our own
self-worth, it's easier to bring out the best in others. But the question of,
"What if the person refuses to acknowledge their own shadow?" looms.
How do we handle individuals who refuse to accept they are less than
perfect?
First, it's not our responsibility to determine what is perfect for them and
their individual soul growth. At some point, we have the right to with
drawl and leave them to their lessons. The key is to walk away with
compassion, not anger. Understanding, not judgment, and love, not fear.
We have a tendency to become wrapped up in their emotional drama
and define our role and the character we want to play based on the
circumstances we find ourselves in. We have to understand we will not
be able to control another individual or the decisions they make. Our
point of power lies in our emotional responses. We need to reprogram
ourselves to detach and observe, not remain in the middle, controlling
the outcome based on what we think is best. Releasing control and
allowing another to grow on their own level shows maturity and personal
growth. It's letting go of ego based issues that define the walls of
segregation.

The majority is made up of individuals, therefore, learning individual
lessons, applying that to our lives, and leading by example will uplift
humanity. Before we can lead by setting a positive example, we must
first battle our own shadows. In order to heal ourselves, we must look
deep within our own hearts and confront the shadows that lie there.
What are we so afraid of?
Somewhere on our journey, we will have to face a shadow part of
ourselves. Many individuals avoid these dark areas of personality,
leaving them locked away in the closet of their mind. Afraid if they are
released, they will be viewed as negative or not worthy of love and
acceptance.
When we are judged by another individual, they are simply viewing a
shadow part of themselves that has not been dealt with. This takes the
responsibility off them and puts the judgment on you. Simply put, it
makes them feel better about themselves. It's an attempt to take away
our energy and power, giving them the ability to justify their actions.
Remember, our point of power lies in controlling our emotional
responses.
When we spend precious time judging and blaming others, we don't
realize we're actually taking time away from our own soul's evolution. We
need to use that time to look in the mirror and see our own shadows
lurking. When we accept and recognize our own insecurities, it's easier
to have compassion when these same qualities are seen in others.
When we are forced to view ourselves as dishonest, unreliable, selfish,
and judgmental, we tend to take a step back and say, "What? Not me!"
Instead, if we were to accept that these same personality traits are inside
us as well, it makes us view the situation in a different light and we are
less likely to point fingers. There's a saying that goes, "When you point a
finger at someone else, you have three others pointing back at yourself."
We need to accept the fact that we may share the same shadow
qualities of those we strongly disapprove of. If we continue to only see
the shadows of others, ours will remain locked inside and present
themselves at a time least appropriate. Our shadow closet can only hold
so much before the hinges give way and the door comes crashing down,
leaving us naked and exposed.
Our inner wounds are simply another label for our inner shadows. They
are an aspect of ourselves that need attention and healing. When we

avoid our inner wounds, they grow and fester until we simply can't ignore
them any longer. When we encounter a shadow area that continues to
manifest, it's trying to tell us, "Let me out! You need to deal with me
now!" We can wrestle with this shadow and continue to hide it or we can
take responsibility for it, nurture it, and accept it as part of ourselves.
Once we do this, it will lose control and give us emotional stability
regarding that particular issue. In most cases, we won't have to deal with
that aspect again because its learned to live in harmony out in the open.
It's no longer stuck in the closet with the rest of your shadow no-no's.
We can't heal what we don't acknowledge. Once we recognize what
needs to be healed, we will know where to focus our healing energies
and this awareness is very powerful. It brings the ability to change
programming at very deep levels. The type of programming we received
as a child plays a large role in the type of adult we've become. Most of
the time, we're not aware of the behavior we project onto others. It isn't
until we take the time to acknowledge our shadows that we realize that
programming has come along for the ride.
Our emotional state usually dictates how we live our lives. It plays into
our thought process and those thoughts manifest in some way. If we
could get a handle on our emotions and reaction methods, life would
become less stressful...but how do we learn to survive our own
emotions?
One way is to recognize them for what they are...emotions. Why do we
"feel" a certain way? What makes us react to specific stimuli the way we
do? It's all based on our personal programming.
The first trick in defining who we are and overcoming programming is
becoming aware of our emotional responses. It's our emotions that
cause us to react the way we do, so it's important to determine what our
emotional triggers are. Most of these stem from programmed responses
due to unresolved past issues. When we are unable to release past
hurts, angers and resentments, we carry them with us and when a
similar situation occurs in the future, we will automatically pull that file
and react in a way that is self-protecting. By becoming aware of these
emotional reactions, we take a step closer to defining who we are and
why we act the way we do.

The time to break old habits is now. Humanity is the author of Earth's
story, so we are responsible for what occurs in our world. It's time to
wake up and cast out the shadows that hold the world captive. It's time to
find our balance. However, in order for positive change to occur in our
world, we need to allow certain dramas to unfold. Our power lies in
releasing the drama that is not part of our plan. We must allow the soul's
that have come here to learn from certain experiences, the opportunity to
grow and extend themselves in a positive way.
The first part of changing our programming has already been
accomplished by facing our shadows, but if we still carry denial that
some of our shadows or ego aspects continue to exist, we're left in
denial of who we are. When this happens, our next step is to move past
that denial and accept there may be some ego/shadow aspects still in
hiding. We can't simply deny a part of ourselves. When we attempt this,
a hole is left in our energy and we feel incomplete, sometimes without
knowing why. When we accept ourselves as whole, there are no gaps in
our energy. While we may not enjoy dealing with certain aspects of our
personality, coming to terms with it moves us out of denial and into a
level of acceptance and unconditional love, not only for ourselves, but
humanity as a whole.
Defining who we are is a very personal journey. It requires deep, serious
soul searching that takes us on an emotional roller coaster ride. It
requires living in front of a mirror 24/7, with an image that constantly
reminds us where we've been and what we've done. Every issue,
insecurity, fear, and anxiety we've had gets brought painfully to the
surface to relive and review. The difficult part is accepting and realizing
it's for our own good.
Who are we... really? We are the past, the present, the future, and the
programming of generations. We are the blood, sweat, and tears of our
own creation. We are the origins of old and the seeds for the new. But to
create the new, requires action in the present and the actions must be
carefully considered, for one day, they, too, will be a thing of the past;
weaving its way into the future of coming generations.
Awakening can be a painful process. We're comfortable in our warm
bed, snuggled by security blankets that keep us safe and protected. So
what happens when those blankets are ripped from our body? For many,
the first reaction is shock and disbelief.

At first, awakening creates confusion. We wander around, still half
asleep, bumping into things. We're grumpy and simply want to go back
to bed. The trick is not falling back to sleep. Maintaining the new balance
and establishing different routines that uphold a new level of vibration is
the key to staying awake. When we feel ourselves spinning out of
control, we need to extend out and push forward. Awakening from our
coma doesn't have to be difficult. We're always in control.
We have to begin thinking on a global level. Where do we want to be five
years from now? How can we make changes in our programmed
responses to take us there? Imagine what it will be like and live it as
though it's happening right now. This is how we will change the
programming. Start acting now. We need to pretend if we have to. It's
like we're playing a role in a movie and we have to ACT like the
character that is exactly what we're working toward. How does this
character act? What do they do to make the part realistic? How do they
react to things? By pretending, we're actually moving toward the person
we want to be because our minds don't know we're acting.
The human mind responds to what we feed it emotionally. It doesn't
know how to do anything else. So as a human society, what do we want
to become? What kind of emotional projection will it take to get ourselves
there? Our shadow's a good actor, so bring it along. Just make sure it
isn't dictating all the lines.
We need to identify ways we can prepare ourselves for the changes we
want to make. How can we bring our inner shadow-self forward and give
it voice? If we're willing to give it a voice, are we willing to listen to what it
has to say? That's the important part. Our shadows are trying to speak to
us everyday, we just aren't listening. If we were, the changes we need
would be taking place at a faster rate. We need to allow our shadows to
speak and heal. This is a part of us. So think of it as giving ourselves a
voice. If we look around, society is proving how our shadow aspects are
being thrust out. We're trying to heal, we simply have to battle these
shadows before peace will come. We have to allow them to be heard
and through being heard, the shadow aspects will heal.
As a society, we're taking a zero tolerance stance. What no longer works
is being tossed aside or at least fought with a fevered vengeance. We
need to be a part of the solution and use this zero tolerance energy
wisely. How are the changes helping us individually and as society as a

whole? What are we willing to stand for? We can't be afraid to let our
voice be heard, but we have to be aware that we eventually become
what we speak, so we need to make decisions that are in the best
interest of all involved. Selfish motives no longer work and will be
uncovered quickly.
Keep in mind there are times when it's alright to remain quietly aware.
When a solution comes, we will know what role we're intended to play.
Sometimes, the answer is in the silence, we just don't quiet our minds
long enough to hear it.
For many individuals, the illusion of reality is being shattered. So many
issues are being brought to the surface for resolution and healing and
that's placing society as a whole outside the comfort zone of everyday
living. We have to realize that the changes are truly of our choosing. We
want the change that's taking place, however, we're uncomfortable with
the process of change. In order for things to change on a human
relations level, we have to have a change in policy. We can't continue to
remain in the status quo and we have to allow the changes in our reality,
which is an illusion of our own making.
We have to ask ourselves, if life is really an illusion, why does it "feel" so
real? Why do we take our experiences so personally? We learn from
these lessons and experiences and I believe that many are starting to
make that connection, but it's still a difficult process emotionally. Many
are still wrapped up in the mundane, everyday world and experiences.
We tend to get all wrapped up in the soap opera of the situation,
obsessing over it, and taking it all very personally. But if we truly look at
it, it's the personal emotion we're dealing with, not the situation itself. The
situation, individually and globally, is merely the opportunity to learn the
lesson. We have to experience life. Those painful lessons are how we
grow, learn, and evolve. It's a very important part of the process and one
that is vital to our spiritual evolution, as individuals and humanity as a
whole.
The way we currently see things is how we define our world. It becomes
our truth, our knowing, and our security. To see means to grow. To grow,
we have to explore. To explore, we risk our own personal truth being
exposed. In turn, we may learn a new truth that is uncomfortable, but in
the long run necessary. Because of the risk involved with this, many

choose to remain blind. To change our inner light, changes our
consciousness and again, this creates comfort zone issues.
Our own personal actions will eventually manifest in our world as light or
dark, good or bad, positive or negative (however we choose to label it).
These perceptions will depend on our programming, for what is on the
inside will become apparent in our outer world.
Albert Einstein had the theory that "pure thought can grasp reality." This
can be interpreted as our thoughts create our world. What we
think...every thought, every fear, hope, and accomplishment can change
our inner programming. This in turn changes our perception and this in
turn changes our world. We are always in control. Changing our thoughts
will change our actions. Changing our actions, will change our world, and
this will effect how we live on a global level. Our relationships as humans
must change. The segregation in our species has to stop. We all share
the same planet.
Keep in mind, our path is not always seen with our physical eyes.
Sometimes, our path is felt with our heart or seen through our inner eye
(or vision...our inner light). Hold on to this vision, for our path lies within
it. Imagine a world where everyone's inner light contributed to the
positive forward movement of humanity. But to do this, we need to
remove our blinders.
Think for a moment, what it would be like to go through life like a horse
with blinders on. Only seeing what is directly in front of us and only going
in the direction the person holding the reigns allowed us to go.
Unfortunately, this is how many of us live our lives. We despise the
blinders we are wearing, but removing them would require new sight to
come into being. We would be able to see all around us and would no
longer be limited to the sight that lied directly in front of us.
Visualize it in this way. With the blinders on, we see directly in front of us,
allowing someone else to control our direction of sight. Once the blinders
are removed, we can see to each side easily. Imagine seeing this new
world all at once. Witnessing all sides and views. Learning and growing
from different standpoints.
Society forces these blinders on horses so they do not become
"spooked" by that they see. But do we want to live our lives this way? Or
do we prefer freedom of sight? Freedom of expression? The freedom of

going in our own direction, not the direction dictated by another and
certainly not one limited to the selected direction of sight by someone
else controlling our reigns. We are the ones who can remove our
blinders. We can't allow fear to be the deciding factor that keeps us from
our full range of sight. We need to let our inner light shine in ALL
directions and allow others to do the same. Once we have allowed
ourselves this freedom of expression, we will most likely experience an
awakening; a spiritual rebirth that will move us forward as a species. We
need to welcome this rebirth of our souls and allow new definitions to
enter our vocabulary. Widen our vision to include all beliefs, not just our
own, and understand that within these different levels of spirituality, a
basic core truth is carried within.
Our personal path is not always the path another chooses to follow and
this needs to be respected. There is no one way that is perfect or has all
the answers. They are all a piece of the puzzle. If we spend our time
focusing on defining ourselves and working on our own lives, we
wouldn't have time to concern ourselves with what others are doing.
Please don't misunderstand this statement. I'm not implying we should
alienate ourselves from humanity, but we need to worry less about the
validity of another's path and focus more on ourselves. By doing this, we
become an example of the path we follow. How we represent our path,
gives other individuals a view of the path itself. So it's important to set a
good example. Nothing says you have to convert to another's way of
thinking, but compassion for all paths is necessary. Everyone is exactly
where they should be. Accept your path, live it fully, and allow others to
do the same.
Much of the war and fighting within our society is over who is right and
which path is correct. We still feel we have to convert others to our way
of thinking. Again, don't misunderstand, I'm not stating that an individual
who purposely harms another individual should be allowed to continue.
We have laws to protect people for a reason. I'm speaking of individual
paths that bring no harm to others. As long as we're not hurting others,
we should be allowed to walk our own individual path without fear of
segregation and alienation. Once this occurs, human relations will take a
huge leap in soul and spiritual evolution.
"Live and let live" is not always an easy statement to define, but at some
point, the process will define itself through individual examples. It all

begins with the self and one day, individual by individual, we will truly be
able to say, "live and let live," and our society will know peace.
The human mind is easily programmed and it repeats what it already
knows, thinking this is the only way to handle situations. To change this
takes conscious effort. Remaining in the present and dealing with each
thought individually, gives us the opportunity to change the thought
patterns and programming that no longer move us forward. It's easy for
us to fall into the habit of the way things were, but this will lead us down
the road of living in the past. We can't change what happened yesterday.
We can only learn from it and apply it to the events of today. So if it didn't
work yesterday, chances are it won't work today. This tells us it's time for
a change.
The one thing we have control over is ourselves. Our emotions and the
way we react to those emotions is entirely in our hands. Our lives will
unfold according to our reaction to it. So it's vital that we remain in the
present. Remain focused on the emotions of right now. What are they
telling us? Why are they present? What happened in the past that makes
our programmed mind react the way it does? Does it still serve us?
Chances are, the answer is no. So we need to let it go! When we let go,
fearful uncertainty has lost control. The heart of our attitude brings us
everything or nothing. The choice is ours. A new emotional reaction
today, means a new way of life for humanity tomorrow.
The changes taking place in our 3-dimensional world sometimes make it
difficult to remain grounded. We live in a time of forced soul searching
and shadow work and it's our responsibility to co-create the future of our
world. Knocking down the walls that keep humanity segregated is an
important process. Accepting others on a soul level and allowing them to
complete their lessons, will eventually bring all individuals together as a
whole. Recognizing the soul within helps us maintain focus and reminds
us of the individual mission of each soul. It keeps our connection to the
spirit in healthy balance and our soul on it's evolutionary path.
On a human level, we need to work out our relationships. What's working
for the good of all? What's no longer working and needs to be healed
and released? We need to come together so we're all on the same page.

We need compromise and better communication. We need to let go of
the theory that we're always right and the other guys is wrong. We need
more love and understanding. We need compassion and growth. Peace
and harmony.
Everyday, our world moves closer
to the perfection we seek, but we
must allow the process to complete
itself. When we remain spiritually
and emotionally balanced, we see
the process for what it is. We My ancestry is Irish and Cherokee
recognize where changes need to
Indian and I have a gypsy spirit
take place and we make decisions that refuses to be fenced in. I am
that support that goal.
definitely not a conformist. Much
of my life was spent under the
Humanity is awakening from it's
slumber and learning from the control of others. I have now found
lessons of the past. We are my own personal freedom, based
on my own personal truth and
beginning to see the connection
nothing
could be more liberating.
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